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I. PRECONSONANTAL

Almost a century ago, in the introduction to his Dictionary, Jäschke said that the graphic symbol ʔ, now sometimes called "a-chung", represented "the vowel absolute, the pure vocalic note, freed altogether from any presence of a consonant" (xiv), whether it was used before symbols representing vowels or stops or after symbols representing consonants. The nasal reflexes of a-chung before stops, found "throughout Khams, and in the rest of Tibet at least in compound words" (xv) he attributed to a carelessness in closing the nasal passage. Clauson and Yoshitake (1929), similarly, interpreted preconsonantal a-chung as "a very short vowel, like the Hebrew šēva", and suggested that "in practice, it will be found very difficult to pronounce this sound without some of the breath escaping through the nose and giving a nasal element to it, particularly if the monosyllable in which it occurs is in the middle, and not at the beginning of the sentence, and if care is taken to avoid introducing the glottal stop" (p. 849). At the same time, they spoke of the "overwhelming body of evidence in favour of the nasal value of ʔ as a prefix in certain cases" (p. 857). The evidence they referred to is to be found in Chinese Buddhist texts of the eighth to tenth centuries in Tibetan transcription, where a character with an Ancient Chinese nasal initial was transcribed as Tibetan a-chung followed by a stop or where, as Clauson and Yoshitake put it, "the prefixed h- nasalizes the radical" (p. 857).

Attempts to explain away the nasal correlates of a-chung on the
basis of difficulty in pronouncing oral vowels are, of course, futile: many languages have pure, unasalized vowels. And still, the notion of a secondary development of the nasal reflexes of preconsonantal a-chung from a pure vowel haunts Sino-Tibetan linguistics, where the pure vowel as the source of a nasal prefix has been elevated to a proposed Proto-Sino-Tibetan status. In another proposal, Tibetan preconsonantal a-chung is said to derive from, and represent, a glottal stop. (Ignored here is the fact that Tibetan orthography has another symbol, ṣ, for the glottal stop.) A Tibetan paradigmatic opposition of m- and this glottal stop is referred to, with noncausative function attributed to the m-; ignored are such doublets as mthun-pa, a-chung-thun-pa 'to agree', mtšor-po, a-chung-phyor-po 'pretty', mkhyud-pa, a-chung-khyud-pa 'to embrace', the masses of noncausative verbs with the a-chung prefix, and the fact that the "prefix" m- appears to be a sandhi result of nasal and labial, in either order (Chang 1971:X.23 ff.). The nasal of this elusive noncausative m- is supposed to be the source of voicing in Tibeto-Burman. In fact, it is a-chung which stands in this cognate position. For example: 'to drink', written Tibetan a-chung followed by thuṣ-ba, Liang-shan Lolo (Szechuan) ndo³, Lisu (Yunnan) daw⁴.

We would like to present a counterproposal. That is, written Tibetan sequences of a-chung and stops or affricates represent reflexes of Proto-Tibetan prenasalized stops which derive from Proto-Tibeto-Burman and, ultimately, Proto-Sino-Tibetan prenasalized stops. Tibetan dialects which have prenasalized stops in initial position corresponding to written Tibetan a-chung followed by stops are, then, more conservative or archaic in this respect than those which do not. A conservative dialect like Chamdo has, for example, mbṣ³ 'worm' where written Tibetan has a-chung followed by bu and the Lhasa dialect has pu. Most likely the Tibetan writing system was devised for a dialect which was the forerunner of the Lhasa dialect or a Lhasa-type dialect in which the nasal preinitial had already been denasalized. Therefore, the "symbol ṣ ("a-chung") was used rather than
the established nasal symbols. That the symbol for the glottal stop, ɺ, was not used either is proof that the nasal had not given way to a glottal stop. There is no contradiction in the reconstruction of a Proto-Tibetan nasal preinitial and the positing of a nonnasal stage on the way to its eventual loss. Sanskrit, for example, has the reflex a for Indo-European syllabic *m and *n, and one of the Miao dialects (Shui-wei in Lung-li, Kweichow) has glottalization as its reflex for the Proto-Miao-Yao nasal preinitial.

If we look at Sino-Tibetan, and particularly the Chinese cognates, we find abundant evidence testifying to the antiquity of the nasal which was the source of Tibetan preconsonantal a-chung. In some cognates, both Tibeto-Burman and Chinese, we find corresponding to written Tibetan a-chung and a stop initial either (A) a prenasalized stop (in some cases voiced where the Tibetan stop is voiceless) or (B) a simple nasal. In others (C), we find a voiced stop where Tibetan has a-chung followed by a voiceless stop; that is, the nasal had caused voicing of the stop before it was lost. (Such reflexes of prenasalized stops are common in the Miao-Yao dialects.) For example:

A. 1. 'a mask', WT N-bag, Gyarong (Suo-mo dialect; Szechuan) mbāk
   (I shall henceforth transcribe written Tibetan preconsonantal a-
   chung as N-, both to emphasize the historical origin, in Tibetan, 
of this sound, and to account for its reflexes in those Tibetan 
dialects which have preserved the nasal.)
   2. 'to chase after, drive', WT N-ded-pa, Nahsi (Li-chiang; Yünnan) 
      ndy\(^{55}\)
   3. 'to fly', WT N-phir-ba, Nahsi (Li-chiang) mbi\(^{11}\)
B. 1. 'dragon', WT N-brug, Gyarong (Suo-mo) tarmok (*ta-mrok)
   2. 'to grudge', WT N-khon-pa, Lepcha (Sikkhim) ŋən
   3. 'to disappear, die', WT N-bud-pa, N-bud, Chinese 没 *mət (K492 b: 
      *mwət)
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(Chinese reconstructions are for the phonetic-compound period and incorporate suggestions made in Tung 1944, 1948, Li 1971, and Chang and Chang 1972; Archaic Chinese reconstructions—in parentheses—are from Karlgren 1957.)

4. 'pasture-ground; herdsman', Chinese 牧 *mjɔuk (K1037 a–c: *mjɔk).
   WT N-brog; N-brog-pa
   
   C. 1. 'to weave', WT N-thag-pa, Nahsi (Li-chiang) ḏu₁¹
   2. 'to fly', WT N-phir-ba, Lisu (Yunnan) bì₁³
   3. 'thick', WT N-thug-pa, Chinese 薄 *dʒɔug (K1083 m: *d’jɔg)

The Chinese sound corresponding to Tibetan a-chung before a stop must have been nasal before the establishment of phonetic compounds in the Chinese writing system. Just how early this was is difficult to say with certainty; most of the phonetic compounds cited in Karlgren’s Grammata Serica Recens, however, occur in the Shuo-wen, the first Chinese dictionary, which was completed around 100 A.D.

A phonetic-compound series is made up of characters which share a common graphic element denoting a common phonetic element. In the case of 'to disappear, die' (B.3 above), the graphic element 亖 is shared by, for example, 没 *mɔt 'to die' and 瑭 *mɔt 'a kind of of jade' (K492 d).

There is no indication here of the stop origin of *mɔt 'to die'; in another character, 續 *bjad (K341 f: *b’jad) 'to die', there is no indication of the nasal preinitial: all characters sharing a common phonetic element in Karlgren’s series 341 have an oral labial-stop initial. We have inferred merging of the nasal and stop in the case of *mɔt 'to die' before the establishment of this phonetic compound (Chang and Chang 1976.343 ff.);
the relationship of *mɔt 'to die' and *bjad 'to die' we assume to be one of doublets, either with and without nasal preinitial to begin with or with loss of the nasal preinitial in the case of *bjad.

In some cases, however, the Archaic Chinese nasal initial is found in a phonetic-compound series with characters which have an Archaic Chinese
stop initial. We have taken this to mean that at the time these phonetic compounds were devised the words they represented had prenasalized stop initials. For example:

D. 1. 'to wipe', WT N-phyid-pa, Chinese 盡 *N-p(h)jit (K405 s: *mjēt) 'to wipe (a vessel clean)'. The characters in this series have *p-, *b'-, and *m- in both Ancient and Archaic Chinese.

2. 'to tie', WT N-dogs-pa, btags, Chinese 綠 *N-djœug (K1076 g: *njōg). The reconstructed Ancient Chinese initials in this series are *t', *ň-, and *s-. For Ancient Chinese *t'- in series with *ń-, Karlsgren reconstructed Archaic Chinese *t'n-; we suggest that the source was, rather, *nth-.

In yet other cases where the phonetic-compound series by its inclusion of both stop and nasal initials implies prenasalized-stop initials, the Archaic Chinese stop is voiced where the Tibetan stop was voiceless. We have here inferred voicing by the nasal. For example:

E. 1. 'to wash', WT N-khrud-pa, bkrus, Chinese 淩 *N-kwan or *N-gwan (K257 o: *g'wän)


(There are stop and nasal-ending doublets within Chinese. The disproportionately large number of Chinese nasal endings where we reconstruct a prenasalized stop initial suggests, however, that at least in these cases articulatory lag may be the explanation for the nasal ending.)

Where Chinese has a voiced-stop initial in a series composed wholly of stop-initial words and Tibetan has a prenasalized voiceless stop we may infer that Chinese, too, had the nasal but that it was lost before the time of the phonetic compounds. For example:
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F. 1. 'thick', WT N-thug-pa, Chinese 蒜 *djøg (K1083 m: *d'jòg): Proto-Chinese *N-t(h)-.

2. 'to wash', WT N-khrud-pa, bkrus, Chinese 洗 *gwan (K140 m: *g'wán): Proto-Chinese *N-k- (cf. example E.1).

In view of the examples throughout Sino-Tibetan of nasality corresponding to a-chung before stops and affricates, the makeup of this pre-initial may be assumed to have been one of nasal followed by vowel: it is generally felt that the Sino-Tibetan preinitials were originally full syllables, though, in many cases, where they have been preserved they are now merely the first elements of consonant clusters. The Tibeto-Burman Gyarong dialects of Szechuan, which do have full-syllable preinitials, offer a clue to the phonetic form of the Sino-Tibetan noncausative nasal prefix.

Gyarong has for the reconstructed causeative *s- both consonantal reflexes (e.g. s-, ʂ-) and full-syllable reflexes (e.g. sa-, sa'). For the noncausative (stative, reflexive, and so forth) it has both a nasal which assimilates to the position of the following consonant and a full syllable: na-, no-. That is, when the vowel is lost, the dental nasal assimilates to a labial stop by becoming labial, to a velar by becoming velar. For example: 'to be sick', Tzu-ta nego, Kham-to ke-nuu goo (a-šluu naa ke-nuu goo dōō ŋwos 'yesterday he was ill'), Tsa-ku-nao konęguo, Chos-kia kinigo 'to ail'). Losing the vowel, this n- yields velar n- in Nahsi (Li-chiang) ŋgo¹¹ 'to be sick', Hsi-hsia *ŋो 'illness'.

Probably not all prefixes current in Sino-Tibetan dialects can be related to a common Proto-Sino-Tibetan prefix. If any prefix can be said to be Proto-Sino-Tibetan it is, however, the causative *s-. That both Gyarong s- and sa- occur in causative function lends support to the view that this sa- is a retention of the old Sino-Tibetan prefix and not an innovation, which in turn makes it more likely that Gyarong na- was the original form of the Sino-Tibetan noncausative prefix.
II. VOICED STOPS PRECEDED BY s-

After a nasal, stops may be voiced; they may also be shielded from devoicing changes. The Miao dialect of Shih-men-k’an in Kweichow, for example, preserves the Proto-Miao-Yao voicing contrast in both simple stops and prenasalized stops; the Yao dialect of Thailand described by Lombard shows voicing of voiceless stops after a nasal, but devoicing of voiced stops only when a nasal did not precede:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proto-Miao-Yao</th>
<th>Shih-men-k’an</th>
<th>Thailand Yao</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. ‘to kill’</td>
<td>*t- (C1)</td>
<td>to³³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. ‘to die’</td>
<td>*d- (C2)</td>
<td>do³¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. ‘tree’</td>
<td>*N-t- (C1)</td>
<td>ntau³³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. ‘fish’</td>
<td>*N-br- (B2)</td>
<td>mbø 33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The paradigm of one group of Tibetan noncausatives, I below, includes at least one form which does not begin with the nasal a-chung; in another group, II below, there is no such form. When the initial of these noncausatives is a voiced stop, the causative of group II has s- followed by a voiced stop; the causative of group I does not. We suggest that in group II, s- was prefixed to a noncausative base beginning with the nasal a-chung; in group I, s- was prefixed to the stop. Examples of these two types of causatives are listed at length in Chang 1971:VII.1 ff.; We give one of each sort here to illustrate this point:

I. Noncausative: N-buŋ-ba, buŋ ‘to come out, emerge’
Causative: N-byin-pa, phyuŋ (*s-b- → *sp- → *p- → ph-), d-buŋ, phyuŋ ‘to cause to come forth; to take out, remove’

This is the characteristic causative of type I. A rarer type preserves the s-:
Noncausative: N-bub-pa, bub, ___, bub(s) ‘to be turned upside down’
Causative: s-pub-pa, s-pub-s ‘to turn upside down’ (*s-b- → sp-)

II. Noncausative: N-du-ba, N-du-s ‘to come together, to assemble’
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Causative:  s-dud-pa, bs-du-s, bs-du, s-du-s ‘to collect, gather’
(*s-N-d. → sd.)

The layering of prefixes—if the a-chung was a prefix in such cases—
would not be unprecedented. Some Gyarong (Suo-mo) examples:

1. kə-mdam ‘to fall down by itself’
   kaptham ‘to cause to fall down’
   ka-so-mdam ‘to cause something or someone to fall down by itself’
   kasəpθam ‘to cause someone to make something fall down’

2. kəŋgrī ‘to destroy oneself’ (reflexive)
   ka-kri ‘to destroy’ (transitive)
   ka-soŋgrī ‘to cause someone to destroy himself’
   ka-so-kri ‘to cause someone to destroy’

In ‘snake’ we find a Tibeto-Burman cognate with a nasal where Tibe-
tan has s- followed by a voiced stop: WT sbrul, Old Burmese mruy. In
this case, Chinese either did not have the nasal or lost it before losing
the *s-, so that we find 嘆 *phjœuk (K1034 j: *p’jök), which suggests
changes such as those posited for some instances of *sb- in Tibetan: *sb-
→ *sp- → *p- → ph-. (The Burmese merging of nasal and stop appears
to have occurred primarily when the point of articulation was labial; hence
the different developments of ‘snake’ and ‘sweat’—WTŋul ← *ŋrul ←
*N-grul? *N-k(h)rul? Old Burmese khruy.)

III. THE NASAL PREINITIAL WITH FRICATIVE-INITIAL BASES

Where Tibetan has a fricative initial in the perfect tense and an
a-chung prefix in the present tense, the prefix is followed by an affricate.
For example: ‘to explain’, perfect b-ṣad, present N-tšḥad-pa. That is, the
joining of nasal and fricative has resulted in affrication (Li 1933:147 f.) or
the production of an epenthetic stop (Chang 1971:VI.2). The correlation
of a Chinese affricate (or stop resulting from deaffrication) with a Tibetan
affricate of this sort offers support for the assertions that (1) a Chinese
nasal corresponding to a written Tibetan stop preceded by a-chung shows
merging of nasal and stop and (2) the Chinese nasal is an indication of
the antiquity of the nasal quality of a-chung before stops in Tibetan. That
is, affrication and nasality are both marks of the present tense, depending
on the initial of the verb base. On those rare occasions when the speakers
of the Lhasa dialect with whom we worked had a reflex of the present
tense, this appeared without preinitial but with an initial which indicated
that there had been a preinitial. For example: WT N-džig-pa, žig 'to be
ruined', Lhasa čiq 'to be destroyed' (Chang 1971: VIII.4); without preinitial,
written Tibetan dž- would correspond to a Lhasa aspirated initial, as in
WT dža 'tea', Lhasa cha. Chinese, like Lhasa Tibetan, has lost the pre-
initial but preserved the affricate which resulted from the joining of nasal
and fricative. Examples:

1. 'to rise', WT N-tšhar-ba, šar, Chinese 作 *tsak (K806 1: *tsâk) WT
   -r: Chinese *-g/*-k:

   a. WT tšha-ra 'oak', Chinese 作 *tsak, *dzak (K806 p-q: *tsâk, *dzâk)
   b. WT phor-pa 'cup', Chinese 杯格 *poc (K999 o, p: *pwoc)

2. 'to explain', WT N-tšhad-pa, bšad, Chinese 闌 *thjan (K147 x: *t’jan)
   WT palatal affricate initial: Chinese dental stop followed by *j/*i:

   a. WT N-tšhad-pa, tšhad 'to cease', Chinese 誤 *tšhwjên (K468 q:
      *ts’iwen 'to retire, cease'), 殘 *diên (K453 k: *d’iên); the second
      example shows voicing by the nasal prefix.

   b. WT gtšig-ka, gtšig-pu 'only', Chinese 祉 *tjig (K867 i: *tijeg)

   c. WT mtšhu 'beak', Chinese 翼 *tswjig, *tsjig (K358 t: *tsjar, *tshar), 喀 *tug, *tjug (K128 u: *tu, ?/tjau). On the correspond-
      ence of a vocalic ending in Tibetan and a velar-stop ending in
      Chinese, see WT dṣo 'edge of a knife', Chinese 鐵 *ṣak (K788 m:
      *ngâk) 'edge of a sword'.

WT oral ending: Chinese nasal ending:

--- 237 ---
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a. WT N-khyag(s)-pa 'to freeze, coagulate', Chinese 凝 *ŋjøŋ (K956 h: *ŋgiøŋ)

b. WT N-thug-pa 'thick', Chinese 濃 *nəŋ, *njøŋ (K1005 i: *nung, *njung)


IV. THE NASAL PREINITIAL WITH LATERAL-INITIAL BASES

A. WT ld- : WT l-, ST l-

Among verbs with a simple l- initial in the perfect tense form we find present-tense forms with ld- initials. Li Fang-kuei (1933.149 f.) suggested that the source of this ld- could be the same as that of the affricate in the present-tense forms of fricative-initial bases, namely, an a-chung prefix. For example:

*š-a- → a-tšh-

a-tšhi-ba, ši 'to die'

*a-l- → *a-d-l- → *dl → ld- l-dog-pa, log 'to return'

The production of an epenthetic stop here can be explained as a transition from the nasal to the lateral (Chang 1971:II.13). Again, as with fricative-initial bases, Chinese cognates show the epenthetic stop, corroborating the assumptions made on internal evidence for Tibetan and allowing us to make the same assumptions about Sino-Tibetan. Apparently, prenasalized lateral initials underwent certain common changes in the prehistories of Chinese and Tibetan; only the metathesis of *dl- to ld- is lacking in Chinese. That is:

*N-l- → *N-d-l- → *dl- → Chinese *dj- [dy] → Tibetan ld-

In some instances, the l- initial is seen in an alternate base in Tibetan; in others, the l- is found in Tibeto-Burman cognates. For example:
1. WT ldag-ba, ldags (*N-laj-ba, *N-laj-s, with nasal preinitial in both present and perfect, as in N-du-ba, N-dus 'to come together'), also laq-ba, las 'to rise, get up', Chinese 上 *djay (K729 a-d: *djang) 
WT -a- : Chinese *-ji- before *g/*k: 
a. WT phyag 'arm', Chinese 臂 *pjig (K853 s: *pjëg) 
b. WT N-tšhags-pa, btšags 'to walk', Chinese 踏 *tsjik (K852 b: *tsiék) 'to walk with small steps' 

B. WT ž-, N-dž- : WT l-, ST l

There is some agreement on the origin of written Tibetan ld- in a sequence of whatever a-chung represented and a following l. The source of the written Tibetan palatal fricative or affricate following a-chung to which there corresponds either a Tibetan l- doublet or a Sino-Tibetan cognate with an l initial is more controversial. Bodman (1971) posited *ly-. Lepcha cognates, such as lyón 'young', WT gžon-pa, do have an ly- here. (For additional examples and discussion, see Chang and Chang 1975, 406 ff., 487.) Lepcha -y- may, however, derive from an *s- prefix, as in 'to smell', WT mnam-pa, Lepcha nóm, WT snam-pa, Lepcha nyóm. One major problem in Sino-Tibetan linguistics is the identification of the various reflexes of the preinitials or prefixes. In the case of 'young', however, Lepcha and written Tibetan clearly do not have the same preinitials or prefixes; note the g- of Tibetan. Nishida (1960.159) reconstructed Common Tibeto-Burman *z-bdli for 'four' to account for such reflexes as written Tibetan bži, Purik zbźhi [zbži], Gyarong këwudë (*kə-bdə), Common Burmese līy², Moso lo⁴³, and Common Tibeto-Burman *g-bdli 'land' to account for Written Tibetan gži-ma, Old Burmese mliy, Written Burmese mre. At one point in our reconstructions we have in common with Nishida a *dl; this is, however, at an intermediate stage,
as it is in our derivation of ld- from *N-l-. Again we posit a prenasalized *l, in part because of the Gyarong -d-, which we interpret as epenthetic in the environment between a nasal and a lateral and in part because of Gyarong cognates with a nasal, such as 'bow', Written Tibetan gzu, Gyarong -mñe, Written Burmese le, Old Burmese liy (Nishida 1960:159). For written Tibetan N-dź- with evidence of an *l- base we have posited retention of the nasal; examples of this sort are 'grass', WT N-dźag-ma (*N-lag), Gyarong -lak and 'neck', WT N-dźiŋ-pa (*N-liŋ), Chinese 領 *liŋ (K823 f: *liēng), Lepcha tük-liŋ, tūŋ-liŋ. That is:

\[\begin{align*}
*N-l & \rightarrow *N-dl- \rightarrow *N-dy- \rightarrow *N-dź- \rightarrow *N-dź- \rightarrow N-dź-
\end{align*}\]

In the case of 'to arrange', nasal, stop and *l may be reconstructed for the presumed Chinese cognate of written Tibetan N-dźog-pa, b̄zag: 擇 *N-diaug and *N-drauk or *N-dlauk (K1126 m: *d’iog and *nök ['dnök?']). The initials in Karlsgren’s phonetic-compound series 1126 include *t-, *t’, *t’-, *d’, and *n-, implying prenasalized-stop initials at the time these phonetic compounds were established. The second reading, for which Karlsgren reconstructed -ō-, is found in the Ch’iēh-yün’s second division, for which reconstructions of *-r- and *-l- have been the most convincing.

V. THE NASAL PREINITIAL WITH r-INITIAL BASES

Tibetan clusters of nasal and r pose many problems. Simon (1975) cites a variety of evidence for his posited "Tibetan Initial Clusters of Nasals and R", *yr-, *nyr-, *nr-, and *mr-, clusters which may be preceded by h-, b-, and s- prefixes: (1) The rare occurrence in written Tibetan of snr- and smr- clusters. (2) Clusters of r and a following nasal, e.g. ṛṇa ‘drum’, ṛṇyaṅ-ba ‘to rinse’, ṛṇa ‘ear’, and ṛṇa ‘wound’. All instances of such clusters he sees as the result of metathesis. *s- may, however, be another source of r- before a nasal, and appears particularly likely when
there are s- + nasal/r- + nasal doublets, both with the same function, e.g. s-nur-ba or r-nur-ba 'to crush', causative to nur-ba 'to crumble to pieces' (Chang 1971:II.1 ff.). Also, the r- of written Tibetan may be first in the cluster because of metathesis but the nasal itself may derive from a prenasalized stop, as in the case of 'sweat' discussed above (WT rṣul, Old Burmese khruy). In many instances, however, lack of evidence, internal or comparative, precludes a definite determination of the source of the Tibetan r-nasal cluster. (3) Written Tibetan cognates in which r- initials alternate with stops followed by medial -r-. Both the r and the stop may occur either in absolute-initial position or prefixed by ī-, b-, or s-. In some cases, Simon cites Archaic Chinese or Tibeto-Burman cognates with nasal initials in support of his reconstructed nasal; for some of the other sets it is not clear what the basis for the nasal reconstruction is: *ṇru 'angle, corner, horn', to account for ru/rva 'horn' and gru/grva 'angle, corner', *ṇraṣ 'entire, complete', to account for such cognates as raṣ-pa 'entire, complete', ḥgraṣ-ba 'to satiate', bgraṣ-ba '(to make complete) to count', or *mrṃ 'series, succession', to account for rim 'series' and ḥbrim-(pa) '(to deal with a succession of recipients=) to distribute', where the change from *mr- to ḥbr- is interpreted as one of "prefixed nasal to plosive", i.e. denasalization (*ḥmr- → ḥbr-?). An alternative treatment of correspondences where Chinese has a nasal and Tibetan has a-chung followed by a stop is to recognize the nasal quality of a-chung and reconstruct a prenasalized stop for Proto-Chinese. For 'pasture-ground', WT N-brog (Simon’s "ḥbrog"), Chinese 牧 *mjœuk (K1037 a-c: *mjók) we have accordingly reconstructed a Proto-Chinese *N-b-. (Chang and Chang 1976.350). In general, considering the widespread Sino-Tibetan merging of nasal pre-initial and stop initial, one must proceed with caution in reconstructing initial clusters of nasal and *-r- such as *mr-.

In some cases where s- precedes and -r- follows, Simon’s reconstruction of a nasal coincides with that of B. Chang (1971). For 'to mix', WT sre-ba, Simon’s *snre (1975.249), B. Chang’s posited *s-a-r- (=*s-N-r-) was — 241 —
based on the fact that the noncausative 'to be mixed' has a-chung in all forms of the paradigm: N-dre-ba, N-dres, ___ N-dres (Chang 1971:IV.5). B. Chang interpreted the stop as epenthetic between the nasal and -r-. If s- was prefixed to a prenasalized base in the case of voiced-stop initials such as N-du-ba 'to come together', s-dud-pa ← *s-N-dud-pa 'to bring together', it can be argued that *s- was also added to a prenasalized *r-initial base, and that the nasal was lost in the environment between *s- and *-r-; that is, *s-N-re → sre. It is reasonable to suppose that if there was a nasal prefix and if there were r-initial bases we should find the two in combination. B. Chang's argument for a nasal in the protoform of 'son' (WT sras, Simon's *snras [1975.249], *s-ŋ-r- [Chang 1971:IV.6]) is less persuasive; in the spoken Tibetan of Lhasa, there are, corresponding to written Tibetan sras-mo 'daughter' (honorific), doublets, one with a stop initial: sʔiʔmʔ, tʔiʔmʔ. Though B. Chang assumed that this stop was epenthetic between a nasal and *-r-, the environment *s- ... *-r- could also conceivably suffice to evoke the stop.
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**中 文 摘 要**

本文主要的目的在強調藏文前置符號 _DEN_ 代表一個鼻音。不但現在藏語讀音證明這種解釋，漢語同源字也支持這種說法。
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